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Abstract 
In this paper we study “semibundle decompositions” of 3-manifolds, that is, decompositions 
of 3-manifolds as unions of twisted I-bundles over nonorientable surfaces. The primary algebraic 
tool in this study is a certain easily defined, homotopy-theoretic, abelian group, which we call 
the “twisted cofundamental group”. The main technical work in this paper is the construction of 
a natural isomorphism between the twisted cofundamental group and a certain one-dimensional 
cohomology group with “twisted integer” coefficients. We use this isomorphism to determine the 
structure of the twisted cofundamentaf group, and we also formulate a “Stallings’ fibration theorem” 
for semibundles. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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0. Introduction 
Informally speaking, a semibundle decomposition of a closed, orientable 3-manifold 
A4 is a decomposition M = Mi U Adz, where Mi n 1742 = C is an embedded, orientable 
surface, and each Mi is a twisted I-bundle over a closed, nonorientable surface, with C 
the corresponding O-sphere bundle. A 3-manifold A4 which admits such a decomposition 
is foliated by compact surfaces; this foliation is induced by a “fibration” f : M -+ D’ . As 
the name suggests, a semibundle f : A4 + D’ is covered by a surface-bundle F : it4~ -+ 
S’, where QH: Ibl~ 4 M is a two-sheeted covering and (QH)+T~ (MH, g) = H is an 
index-two subgroup of ~1 (M, *). In fact, surface-bundle decompositions and semibundle 
decompositions represent the totality of foliations of 3-manifolds in which all the leaves 
of the foliation are compact surfaces. 
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We begin this article by giving a precise definition of what we mean by a semibundle 
f : M 4 D’, and we then develop the algebraic machinery needed to prove an analogue 
of Stallings’ fibration theorem (see [8]). Indeed, Theorem 5.2 in this paper might be 
called Stallings’ fibration theorem for semibundles. Here is an outline of this work: 
in Section 1 we define the term “semibundle” and discuss some of the implications 
of our definition. In Section 2 we introduce the “twisted cofundamental group” of an 
orbit space X/a, and we explain how semibundles correspond, in a simple way, to 
elements in this abelian group. In Section 3 we discuss group cohomology-in particular, 
one-dimensional group cohomology with twisted integer coefficients. In Section 4 we 
construct a natural isomorphism between the twisted cofundamental group and a certain 
one-dimensional cohomology group with twisted integer coefficients. This isomorphism 
is analogous to the isomorphism which represents ordinary one-dimensional integral 
cohomology as homotopy classes of maps to 5”. (The tools developed in Sections 2- 
4 are not specific to dimension 3.) Finally, in Section 5, we formulate and prove the 
aforementioned analogue of Stallings’ fibration theorem. Our theorem gives necessary 
and sufficient algebraic conditions on a twisted cohomology class to guarantee that the 
class corresponds to a semibundle decomposition of the ambient 3-manifold. In fairness, 
we should point out that our theorem is not essentially new. Rather, it is a reformulation, 
in the unifying language of cohomology, of a result proved by Hempel and Jaco [4]. 
This paper represents an “algebraic” approach to the problem of detecting semibundle 
decompositions of 3-manifolds. What remains to be explored is the “geometric” analogue 
of this work-defining a Thurston norm on twisted second homology and using the unit 
ball in this normed vector space to “locate” semibundle decompositions of the ambient 
3-manifold, following the approach taken in [9]. 
1. Halvings and semibundles 
Let M be a closed, connected, orientable 3-manifold. An index-two subgroup of 
rrl (M, *) will be called a halving of M. Because M is compact, 7rt (M, *) is finitely- 
generated, and thus M has a finite number of halvings-one for each nonzero homomor- 
phism Ht (M) + 252. Corresponding to each halving H of M, there is a two-sheeted 
covering QH : MH --+ M, where MH is a closed, connected, orientable 3-manifold and 
(&~)*7r~ (MH, Z) = H. Note that the choice of ;i in (QH)-I(*) does not matter, since 
H is a normal subgroup of rrl (M, *). The group of covering translations of the covering 
QH:MH + M is of order two; let oH : MH --f MH be a generator. Then oH is a free 
involution, and M may be viewed as the orbit space MH/CXH, with QH the canonical 
quotient map. 
Thus, to each halving H of M, we can associate a pair (MH, aH). Of course, this 
pair is not canonically determined by M and H, but it is determined up to equivariant 
homeomorphism. That is, if (NH, p,) were another such pair, there would be a homeo- 
morphism h : MH + NH satisfying hocv H = ,OH o h. The existence of a homeomorphism 
h:M,y + NH follows from covering space theory, since MH and NH correspond to 
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the same subgroup of n’(M, *), namely H. The equivariance of h-which implies the 
equivtiance of h-' , since (Ye and pH are involutions-follows from the fact that the 
involutions cyH and pH are without fixed-points. 
For the sake of convenience (and because there is no ambiguity up to equivari- 
ant homeomorphism) let us fix, for each halving H of M, a specific double-covering 
QH : hf~ + M, and hence a specific free involution cyH : ;$fH + h!fH. That is, for each 
halving H of M, let us simply decree that $1 is to be viewed as the orbit space MH/o~, 
for a specific 3-manifold MH and a specific involution LYE. 
We can now define our primary objects of study. Let M be as above, and let H be a 
halving of M. Let (MH> cyH) be the associated double-cover and involution. View S’ as 
the unit circle in @ and D’ as [- 1, l] in Iw. Let q : 5” + D’ be the projection z H Re(z), 
and let 7 : 5” + S’ denote complex-conjugation. Let C be a closed, connected, orientable 
surface. A map f : M 3 D’ will be called a semibundle subordinate to the halving H 
(or, more briefly, an H-semibundle) with regular$ber C if there exists a fiber-bundle 
F : MH 4 S’ with fiber C which satisfies q o F = f o QH and r o F = F o cxH. 
Before we discuss the implications of this definition, two comments are in order. 
First, we could have allowed the fiber surface C to be disconnected. This is the situation 
which would arise were we to compose a semibundle f : A4 --f D’ (as defined above) 
with the “k-fold folding map”, the map D’ + D’ covered by zk : S’ + S’. In fact, one 
can show that any “semibundle with disconnected fiber” arises, up to homeomorphism, 
in precisely this manner. Having said this, we will restrict our attention to the case where 
C is connected. 
Secondly, it is important to note that, in our definition of semibundle, the map F 
covering a given semibundle f : M + D’ is not unique. In fact, it is not difficult to 
show that there are exactly two such maps, namely F and 7 o F. 
Let us now consider what our definition of semibundle entails. First note that a semi- 
bundle f : M + D’ is necessarily a surjection, since F and q are surjections. For t = 1 
and fort = -1, 
(QH)-‘f-‘(t) = F-‘(t) 
is a copy of the surface C. From the equivariance condition r o F f F o cyH, it follows 
that each of these copies of C is carried to itself by the restriction of aH. Hence, for 
t = 1 and for t = - 1, f-’ (t) C M is an embedded surface having F-’ (t) M C as a 
double-cover. For t E (- 1, l), 
(Qli)-‘f-‘(t) = F-‘q-‘(t) 
consists of two copies of the fiber C, which, by the equivariance condition once more, are 
interchanged by the restriction of LYE. Thus, for t E (- 1, l), f-’ (t) 2 M is homeomor- 
phic to C. Each of f-‘(J), w h ere J = [ - 1 , 0] or J = [0, 11, is an I-bundle covered by 
the product I-bundle (QH)-‘~-‘(J). S ince their boundaries are the connected surface 
f-‘(O), they are twisted I-bundles, and since M is orientable their base surfaces must 
be nonorientable. Thus the total space of a semibundle f : M ---t D’ with regular fiber 
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C is a union, along the embedded, orientable surface f-‘(O) z C, of a pair of twisted 
I-bundles over nonorientable surfaces. 
2. The twisted cofundamental group 
In this section we define an abelian group, ?? (X/a), associated to an orbit space 
X/a, where X is a topological space and Q! :X --) X is an involution. Semibundles 
f : M -+ D’ subordinate to the halving H of M will correspond, in a simple way, to 
elements in ?r’ (MH/o_~). 
As before, view S’ as the set of unit-length complex numbers. Then S’ becomes an 
abelian group under complex multiplication. Even though 5” is abelian, we will utilize 
multiplicative notation throughout. Thus the “zero” in 5” is the complex number 1, and 
the “negative” of z E S’ is the complex number Z. Because both complex multiplication 
p : S’ x 5” + S’ and complex-conjugation r : S’ --f S’ are continuous, S’ is an abelian 
topological group. 
Let X be a topological space. The collection of all maps X + S’ will be denoted 
Map(X, S’). Since S’ is an abelian topological group, Map(X, S’) becomes an abelian 
group under pointwise-multiplication of maps. The “zero” in Map(X, S’) is the constant 
map at 1 E S’ , which will be written simply as 1. The “negative” of a map f : X 4 S’ is 
the map r o f. Note that Map( - , 5” ) is actually a contravariant functor from the category 
of topological spaces to the category of abelian groups. In particular, a map h : Y -+ X 
induces a homomorphism h# : Map(X, S' ) + Map(Y, S’) defined by h#(f) = f o h. 
Let [l] denote the collection of all maps X -+ S’ which are homotopic to the constant 
map 1, i.e., [l] is the collection of all null-homotopic maps X + S’. It is easy to verify 
that [l] is a subgroup of Map(X,S’). The quotient group Map(X,S’)/[l] is usually 
denoted [X, S’]; it is the set of homotopy classes of maps X + S’, with “addition” 
defined by [f . [g] = [f . g], If X is a connected CW-complex, then 
[X,S’] = H’(X;Z) M Hom(Hl(X),Z) ~Hom(7r’(X,*),Z). 
For this reason, we will refer to [X, S’] as the cofundumentul group of X, and adopt 
the notation rr’ (X). Note that 7r’ (X) is a free abelian group of finite rank if H’(X) is 
finitely-generated. For more on cohomotopy groups, see [ 1,5,71. 
Suppose now that X is a topological space, and that cy : X + X is an involution. We 
do not require that cv be free. A map f : X + 5” will be called trivially equivariant if 
f o cy = f; it will be called nontrivially equivariant if f o Q = r o f. The collection of 
all trivially equivariant maps X + S’ will be denoted E+, while the collection of all 
nontrivially equivariant maps will be denoted E-. Of course, E+ and E- depend on 
both X and the involution cr, but for simplicity this is suppressed from the notation. It 
is easy to verify that both Ef and E- are subgroups of Map(X, S’). 
Let [l]+ denote the set of all trivially equivariant maps X --) S’ which are homotopic 
to the constant map I through trivially equivariant maps. Let [l]- denote the set of 
all nontrivially equivariant maps X + S’ which are homotopic to the constant map 1 
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through nontrivially equivariant maps. Note that [l]+ C E+ n [l] and [l]- C E- n [ 11, 
and that both [l]+ and [l]- are subgroups of Map(X, S’). 
Proposition 2.1. E’/[ l]+ z 7r’ (X/o). 
Proof. Recall that 7r’(X/o) = Map(X/a, S’)/[l]. Let p: X -+ X/cy denote the canon- 
ical projection onto the quotient. Then p# : Map(X/a: S’) -+ Map(X, S’) is an isomor- 
phism onto its image E+ C Map(X, S’). Since p# maps [l] onto [I]‘, the induced map 
p” : Map(X/o, S’)/[l] 4 E+/[l]+ is an isomorphism as well. q 
Since Ef / [ I]+ is canonically isomorphic to the “ordinary” cofundamental group of 
X/o it is reasonable to call E- /[l] - the rwisted cofundamentul group of X/a We will 
denote this group %’ (X/o). In Section 4 of this article we show that this group is naturally 
isomorphic-at least if X is a CW-complex-to a certain cohomology group with twisted 
integer coefficients. The structure of the twisted cohomology group is determined in 
Section 3. 
If f : M + D’ is an H-semibundle, then f is covered by a pair of nontrivially equiv- 
ariant surface-bundles, F : k!H 4 S’ and T o F : MH + S’. Thus, to an H-semibundle 
f : A1 + D’, we can associate the elements [F] and [ TO F] = -[F] in the twisted cofun- 
damental group %‘(&!~/a~). (Since an equivariant homeomorphism h : (X, a) + (Y. ,6) 
induces an isomorphism h* : 5’ (Y/p) + %‘(X/cy), the group %‘(MH/Q~) is deter- 
mined, up to isomorphism, by M and N.) 
3. Twisted cohomology 
In this section we discuss group cohomology. Because we are only interested in one- 
dimensional cohomology, we restrict our attention to that special case. This also allows 
us to utilize an easily-applied classical formulation of group cohomology, which we now 
review. 
Let 17 be a group, and let A be an abelian group. Let 0 : Ii’ + Aut(A) be a homomor- 
phism. Define an action of IT on A by y . a = {O(y)}(u). A function f : I7 + A which 
satisfies f(yv) = f(r) + y. f(q) for all y, 77 E 17 is called a crossed homomorphism. Let 
Q(12’, A) denote the set of all crossed homomorphisms from 17 to A. Q(ZI, A) becomes 
an abelian group under pointwise-addition of functions. 
For each a E A, one can define a function p, : 17 + A by p,(y) = a - y. a. One can 
verify directly that each such p, is, in fact, a crossed homomorphism from 17 to A. Let 
P(n, A) = {pa : a E A} denote the set of these so-called principal homomorphisms. It 
is not difficult to verify that P(17, A) is a subgroup of Q(17, A), and that the assignment 
a H pa is a surjective homomorphism from A onto P(17, A). 
The quotient group Q(n, A)/P(17,A) is usually denoted H’(17;A) and called the 
$rst cohomology group of I7 with coeficients in A. Note that H’ (II; A) depends on 
n, A and the action of n on A, although reference to the action is suppressed from the 
notation. H’(-; A) is a functor from an appropriately defined category to the category 
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of abelian groups-in particular, a homomorphism q : fi -+ 17 induces a homomorphism 
q* : H’ (IT; A) + H’ (fi; A) via composition. (The action of I? on A is the pullback, 
via q, of the action of II on A.) 
Note that, in the case where J? acts trivially on A, Q(n, A) = Hom(lT, A) and 
P(II,A) = 0, so that H’(I7;A) = Hom(l7, A). W e will be interested in the case where 
17 acts on A in the simplest nontrivial manner. Namely, let H C 17 be an index-two 
subgroup, and define an action of 17 on A by declaring that elements of H act trivially 
on A, while elements of II - H act on A by negation. Thus “half” of II acts trivially 
on A. For this reason, we will call such an action a semitrivial action of (Ii’, H) on A. 
Since, for any action of 17 on A, {y E 17: y a = a ‘da E A} = ker 0 is a subgroup 
of 17, a semitrivial action of (n, H) on A is as close as one can come to a trivial action 
of II on A without actually having one. 
For the remainder of this section we will suppose that (n, H) acts semitrivially on A. 
In this case, the group H’ (n; A) is sometimes called the Jirst cohomology group of I7 
with twisted A coeficients. We now determine the structure of this group. 
For each a E A, define xa : 17 t A by 
xa(r) = 
0 ifyEH, 
a if y $ H, 
and let x(n, A) = {xa: a E A}. By examining cases, it is easy to verify that each xa is 
a crossed homomorphism. It is also easy to see that x(n, A) is a subgroup of Q(n, A), 
and that the assignment a H xa defines an isomorphism A -+ x(17, A). 
Recall that, for each a E A, there is a principal homomorphism p, : I7 -+ A defined 
by p,(y) = a - y a, and that p : A + P(II, A) defined by p(u) = pa is a surjective 
homomorphism. If (n, H) acts semitrivially on A, then p, = xza for each a E A. In 
particular, P(17, A) is a subgroup of x(n, A), and it is easy to check that the isomorphism 
a H xa induces an isomorphism A/2A + x(I7, A)/P(17, A). 
We are interested in the structure of H ’ (II; A). To this end, we have 
Proposition 3.1. Let (IT, H) act semitrivially on A. Then there is a homomorphism 
i* : H’(I7; A) -+ Hom(H, A) with ker i* = x(U, A)/P(IT, A). 
Proof. Let i : H - 17 be the inclusion, and let i* : H’ (II; A) + H’ (H; A) be the 
induced homomorphism. Note that the action of H on A is trivial, being the restriction to 
H of the semitrivial action of (n, H) on A. Thus H’(H; A) = Hom(H, A) = Q(H, A). 
Recall that i* is induced by the homomorphism i# : Q(I7, A) --) Q(H, A), where i#(f) 
is just the restriction f o i. The canonical projection Q(n, A) -+ H’ (II; A) restricts 
to a surjection ker i# -+ ker i’ with kernel p(n, A). Thus Proposition 3.1 will follow 
immediately from 
Lemma 3.2. ker i’ = x(17, A). 
Proof. Clearly x(n, A) C ker i#, since each xa restricts to the zero homomorphism 
on H. For the other inclusion, suppose that f E Q(n, A) and that i”(f) = 0, so that f 
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vanishes on H. We need to show that the restriction of f to 17 - H is a constant function. 
Let 77 and q’ be arbitrary elements in 17 - H. Since n’ = (7’~~‘)n and n’n-’ E H, we 
have 
f(d) = s( (77’77-‘)77) = f(W) + f(7) = 0 + f(v) = f(v): 
so f is indeed constant on 17 - H. 0 
Corollary 3.3. Let I7 be a jinitely-generated group and let (II, H) act semitrivially 
on Z. Then H’ (II; 7,) is a jinitely-generated abelian group whose torsion subgroup is 
isomorphic to 232. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, there is a homomorphism i* : H’ (II; Z) ---f Hom(H, Z) with 
ker i* z 2/2;2 = 752. Since H has finite index in 17, H is finitely-generated. Thus 
Hom(H. Z) is a free abelian group of finite rank, and so is the subgroup i*(H’ (II; 25)). 
The result follows. 0 
4. A natural isomorphism 
In this section we prove that the twisted cofundamental group e’(X) of a connected 
CW-complex X = XH/Q~ is naturally isomorphic to the twisted cohomology group 
H’(TI (X, *); Z), where (YTI (X, *), H) ac t s semitrivially on Z. Thus one-dimensional co- 
homology with twisted integer coefficients may be represented as nontrivially equivariant 
homotopy classes of nontrivially equivariant maps to S’. 
Before we can proceed, we need to say a little bit about CW-complexes in our equiv- 
ariant setting. Let X be a topological space, and let Q: : .% 4 2 be a free involution. 
A CW-decomposition {f3: j E J} of X will be called a-invariant if, for each open cell 
fJ in the decomposition, the open cell o(fj) is also a cell in the decomposition, and, 
furthermore, if for each open cell fj in the decomposition, there exists a characteristic 
map $‘3 : D’“J + _% for f~- such that cyo $j is a characteristic map for cy(fj). If _% admits 
an o-invariant CW-decomposition, we will call X an a-invariant CW-complex. 
Such o-invariant CW-complexes arise naturally when one considers two-sheeted cov- 
erings of CW-complexes. Indeed, let Q : X ---f X be a two-sheeted covering of a CW- 
complex X, and let ai : _% + L? be the free involution generating the group of covering 
transformations of the covering. Then one can lift the CW-structure on X to an cy- 
invariant CW-structure on X. In what follows, we will always assume that a two-sheeted 
covering space of a CW-complex is endowed with such a CW-structure. 
We will make frequent use of the following “equivariant homotopy-extension” property 
of n-invariant CW-complexes. The proof of Proposition 4.1 amounts to nothing more 
than verifying that the usual proof of the homotopy-extension property of CW-complexes 
may be modified to work in our equivariant setting. We leave such a verification to the 
reader, or see [6]. 
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Proposition 4.1. Suppose Y is a topological space, and /3 : Y + Y is an involution, 
which may havefixed-points. Suppose A is an a-invariant subcomplex of an a-invariant 
CW-complex X. Then any equivariant map h : (X x (0)) U (A x I) --f Y extends to an 
equivariant map H: X x I + Y. Here “equivariant” means H(a(z), t) = ,LI(H(z, t)) 
and h(a(z), t) = ,B(h(z, t)). 
Before we proceed, let us clarify our notation. X is a connected CW-complex and H 
is a halving of X, that is, H is an index-two subgroup of r’(X, *). QH : XH -+ X is 
a two-sheeted covering with (QH)+~’ (XH, Z) = H, and ‘uH : XH --f XH is the free 
involution generating the group of covering translations of the covering. XH is endowed 
with the a-invariant CW-structure lifted from X. Our aim is to prove 
Theorem 4.2. ii’(X) is naturally isomorphic to H’ (7r’ (X, *); Z), where X = XH/Q, 
and (~1 (X, *), H) acts semitrivially on Z. 
Theorem 4.2 follows immediately from six lemmas. 
Lemma 4.3. F’(X) = E-/[l]- is naturally isomorphic to E,/(E, n [l]-), where E[ 
is the subgroup of E- consisting of nontrivially equivariant maps F : (XH, G) + (S’ , l), 
i.e., basepoint-preserving nontrivially equivariant maps. 
Proof. The inclusion ET L) E- induces the isomorphism. The key observation is the 
fact that a nontrivially equivariant map F : Xn -+ S’ may be equivariantly homotoped 
to become basepoint-preserving. This is a consequence of the path-connectedness of S’ 
and Proposition 4.1. 0 
Lemma 4.4. A nontrivially equivariant map F : (XH, a) + (S' , 1) determines a crossed 
homomorphism F, : 7r’ (X, *) -+ Z. 
Proof. Let F: I ---t S’ be defined by F(t) = e2nit, and view rr’(S’, 1) as the free 
multiplicative group generated by [r]. Let y : I -+ X be a loop based at *. Let 7 : I -+ 
XH be the unique lift of y based at G. Then r(l) = G or r( 1) = oH(G), but in either 
case F o 7: I -+ S’ is a loop based at 1. Thus [F o 71 is an element of r’(S’, l), 
so [F o ;i;] = [I]” for a unique integer m. One checks that, if y is homotopic to y’ 
rel (0, l}, then F o 7 is homotopic to F o 7 rel (0, I}. Thus the integer m depends only 
on [r] E rr’ (X, *), and we define F, ([r]) = m. 
We must show that F, : 7r’ (X, *) ---f Z is a crossed homomorphism. To fix notation, let 
y and n be loops in X based at *, and let 0 be the concatenation yn. Thus [g] = [y][rj 
in *IT’ (X, *). We need to show that F, ([o]) = F, ([r]) + y . F, ( [Q]). There are two cases: 
Case 1: [r] E H. In this case y lifts to a loop in XH based at Z, so 5 = rq. Then 
[F o a] = [F o (+)I = [(F o y)(F o $1 = [F o F][F o G] 
= [~]~*(h1)[~]~*oJ1) = [~]wYl)+~*(M)~ 
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Thus F*(bl) = Fe(M) + Fe(M) = F*(M) +Y. F*(hl), since [r] acts trivially in this 
case. 
Case 2: [r] $ H. In this case y lifts to a path in XH from Z to cyH(Z), so 8 = Y(LY~o$. 
Then 
[F 0 6]= [F 0 (?(a, O7j))] = [(F”3(Fo(o, O77))] = [FOTl[(FOQH) O111] 
= [F 0 71 [(T 0 F) 0 ?j] = [F 0 y]T*([F 0fj]) 
=[Foy][Fofj-’ (since7,:7r’(S1,1)+7r’(S’,1)carries[T]to[r]-’) 
= [r]F*([yl) ([T] F,(:vl))-’ = [q~.(hl)--F*([171), 
Thus F, ([CT]) = F, ([?I) - F, ([v]) = F,( [r]) + y . F, ([q]), since [r] acts nontrivially in 
this case. 
This proves Lemma 4.4. 0 
Lemma 4.5. The assignment F H F, is a homomorphism E, + Q(7r1 (X, *), Z). 
Proof. Let F, G : (X H ~ Z) + (S’ , 1) be nontrivially equivariant maps. Let y : I + X 
be a loop based at *, and let ;V: I + XH be the unique lift of y based at Z. Then 
(F G) o 7 = (F o ;J) . (G o 7). Now F o 7 is homotopic to rF*([yl) rel (0, l}, while 
G o 7 is homotopic to r G*([yl) rel (0, l}. Pointwise-multiplication of these homotopies 
yields a homotopy rel (0, l} from (F o 7) (Go 5) to r F*(hl) .rG*(hl) = ~(~*+G*)(hl)~ 
Thus (F . G), ([?I) = (F, + G,)( [y]), and the lemma is proved. 0 
Lemma 4.6. The assignment F H Fe is a surjection E, -+ Q(7rl (X, *), Z). 
Proof. Let f : 7r’ (X, *) + Z be a crossed homomorphism. We define a nontrivially 
equjvariant map F : (X H, S) + (S’, 1) inductively over the skeleta of XH as follows: 
O-skeleton. Define F(Z) = F(cY~(~)) = 1. 
l-skeleton. For each l-cell ei in X, let ai : (I,O, 1) 4 (Xc’), *, *) be a characteristic 
map. Let & : I + Xg’ be the unique lift of ai based at 5. Note that Zi is a characteristic 
map for a 1 -cell Ei covering ei , and that CZ~ o& is a characteristic map for the other 1 -cell 
covering el, namely oH (El). To define F on zi, it suffices to define a map Fi : (I, 0,l) --) 
(S’ ~ 1, 1). So let F,’ = ~f([~tl). That is, F should wrap Ei f([a,]) times counter-clockwise 
around S’ from 1 back to 1. Define F on cr,(Zi) to be the composition r o F o cyH. Do 
this for all l-cells el in X. 
At this point we have a nontrivially equivariant map F : (Xi’, Z) + (S’, 1) which 
we wish to extend over all of XH. Applying the construction of Lemma 4.4 to this 
map, we obtain a crossed homomorphism F, : 7r’ (Xc’), *) + Z. (Here [r] E n’(X(‘), *) 
acts on m E Z by [r] m = i*( [+y]) m, where i, : 7r’(X(‘), *) -+ rr’(X, *) is the map 
induced by inclusion.) One now verifies that f o i, : 7r’(X(‘), *) + Z is also a crossed 
homomorphism, and that, by construction, f o i, agrees with F, on the generators [a,] of 
7rl (Xc”, *). Because they agree on generators, the crossed homomorphisms f o i, and 
F, are equal. 
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We can now complete the extension of F over XH. 
2-skeleton. Let ef be a 2-cell in X, attached by the loop 4 : (I, 0,l) + (Xc’), *, *). Let 
&(l,O, 1) + (x;‘,- - *, *) be the unique lift of 4 based at 5. Note that (7 is necessarily 
a loop, since C#J is null-homotopic in X. Indeed, 4 is the attaching map of a 2-cell 2 
covering ea, and oH o 4 is an attaching map for the other 2-cell covering ez,_ namely 
o,(z). To show that we can extend F over g, it suffices to show that F o 4 is null- 
homotopic in 5”. By the remarks above, F,([$]) = f(i*([4])) = f(1) = 0 (a crossed 
homomorphism takes the identity in the group to 0 in the abelian coefficient group), and 
so [F o $1 = [IJo, meaning that F o 4 is null-homotopic in S’. Thus we can extend F 
over 3. Define F on o,(z) to be the composition 7 o F o aH. Do this for all 2-cells 
ez in X. 
3-skeleton. Let ez be a 3-cell in X. Let C?: be either of the 3-cells in XH which 
cover e;. Let 4: (S2, *) + (XE’, $(*)) b e an attaching map for 3. Now F o 4 represents 
an element in YQ(S~, *); since this group is trivial, F o &t is null-homotopic. Thus we 
can extend F over 3. As before, define F on CY~(~) to be r o F o aH. Do this for all 
3-cells es in X. 
Z-&he: skeletu. Because S’ is aspherical, we can extend F over all the higher skeleta 
of XH in the same manner as for the 3-skeleton. 
Thus we obtain a nontrivially equivariant map F: (XH, g) 4 (S’, 1). Because the 
crossed homomorphism F, : ~1 (X, *) ----f Z agrees with f on generators of 7rr (X, *), 
F, = f and the lemma is proved. 0 
At this point we have a surjection Qi: E, + Q(T (X, *I, z)/P(m (X, *), z) defined 
by @j(F) = [F,], where [F,] denotes the image of the crossed homomorphism F, under 
the canonical projection to the quotient. To complete the proof of Theorem 4.2, it suffices 
to show that ker @ = E[ n [l]-. 
Lemma 4.7. E; I- [l]- 5 ker @. 
Proof. We show that, if F : (X H, Z) -+ (S’, 1) is homotopic to the constant map at 1 
through nontrivially equivariant maps, then 
where m E Z is independent of [r]. This says that F,([y]) = m - [y] m for all 
[r] E ~1 (X, *), so F, is a principal homomorphism. 
To establish this, let y : I + X be a loop based at *, and let r : I -+ XH be the unique 
lift of y based at Z. For notational convenience, let II: = ;r/( l), so that either IC = i or 
czz = crH (Z). Denote by io and ir the inclusions of XH to the ends of XH x I, and by 
vx . . I + XH x I the path defined by uz(t) = (z:, t). Noting that io o 7 is homotopic 
relative to its endpoints to V; (it or)vz-‘, we obtain a map K : I x I + XH x I satisfying: 
(1) X(-,0) = i0 or, 
(2) K(-, 1) = V,(i, 0 +-‘, 
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(3) K(O, t) = (Z, O), 
(4) K(l9) = (0). 
Let J : X,ZJ x I + S’ be an equivariant null-homotopy of F, so that: 
(1) J(-,O) = F, 
(2) J(-, 1) = 1, 
(3) Jt 0 crH = T 0 Jt. 
Now consider the composition J o K : 1 x I + S’. It has the following properties: 
(1) (JoK)(-,O) =FoY, 
(2) (J 0 K)(-, 1) = (J 0 vz)(J 0 it 0 r)(J 0 v,)-‘, 
(3) (J 0 K)(O, t> = 1, 
(4) (Jo K)(l, t) = 1. 
Thus [For] = [J o~~][Joi,o~][Jov~]-’ = [Jov;c][l][Jov, 
in ~1 (S’ , 1). Now examine two cases: 
Case 1. [r] E H. In this case 7 is a loop, so it: = r( 1) 
[Jo v%][J o v;]-’ = [T]‘, so F,([y]) = 0. 
;I-’ = [Jovr][Jov,]-’ 
= Z. Thus [For] = 
Case 2. [y] f H. In this case r is a path from G to aH (;t), so z = oH( %). Because 
J is nontrivially equivariant, J o v, = J o v, 1 _ 
[J 0 v;;][r 0 J 0 v;]- - [ 
Jo v_l7 ,~ o Jo ;(;)I; JOJG, so we have [FoYl = 
o v:][J o vi] 
[J o ~$1 = [rlrn. Thus F,([y]) = i;, and m isindependent of [y]. 
= [r]2m, where 
This finishes the proof of Lemma 4.7. 0 
Lemma 4.8. ker @ & ET n [l]-. 
Proof. Suppose that F : (X H! Z) 4 (S’, 1) is nontrivially equivariant and 
F, : 7rl (X, *) + z 
is a principal homomorphism. We must show that F is homotopic to 1 through nontriv- 
ially equivariant maps. 
A first observation is that, without loss of generality, we may assume that X and 
XH are 1 -dimensional complexes, For suppose we could homotope F],(I) to 1 through 
nontrivially equivariant maps. Then, by Proposition 4.1, we could obtain: new nontriv- 
ially equivariant map F’ : (XH, *) + (5”) I), equivariantly homotopic to F, satisfying 
F’(X$)) = 1. F’ could then be equivariantly homotoped to 1 in the following man- 
ner: For a 2-cell $ of XH, F’Jc; represents an element of 7~ (5”) 1). Since this group 
is trivial, F’ Is: can be homotoped to the constant map at 1. Use the “corresponding” 
homotopy to homotope F’]aH(e~j to the c onstant map at 1. Do this for all such 2-cells 
ZY? and o,,(Z:). Extending this homotopy of F’I x(2) using Proposition 4.1, we obtain a 
new nontrivially equivariant map F” : (XH) G) 
to our original F, satisfying F”(Xz)) 
+ is’, l), still equivariantly homotopic 
= 1. Then continue in this fashion over all higher 
skeleta, using the fact that 5” is aspherical. 
Thus we will assume that X and XH are l-dimensional. 
If &’ is a l-cell in XH with both of its ends attached at *, then a characteristic map 
for $ is a loop in XH based at Z, so it is the lift of a loop y : I 4 X based at 5, and 
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[r] E H. Since F, is assumed to be a principal homomorphism, F, ([-y]) = 0, meaning 
that [Fle;] is trivial in 7ri(S1, 1). Homotope FI,I rel S to the constant map at 1. Use the 
corresponding homotopy to homotope Fj (yH ca; ) ‘rel Q~ (Z) to the constant map at 1. Do 
this for all such l-cells Z?j and o,(&’ ). 
If Zi is a l-cell in XH attached at G and oH(*), then cyH (Fi) is also such a l-cell. 
A characteristic map can be chosen for i;: which is the lift of a loop y : I + X based at 
Y, and [rJ 6 H. Since F,([y]) = 2m, FIG I can be homotoped rel (Z, oH (Z)} to a path 
J 
wrapping 2m times counter-clockwise around S’ from 1 back to 1 as 2r,’ is traversed from 
Z to cyH (Z). Use the corresponding homotopy to homotope F 1 oIH cc; 1 rel { Q~ (*), g} to a 
path wrapping 2m times clockwise around S’ from 1 back to 1 as oH(E;) is traversed 
from oH(Z) to G. Do this for all such l-cells Ei and n,(Zi). 
The result of this process is a new nontrivially equivariant map F’ : ( XH, Z) + (5”) 1 ), 
equivariantly homotopic to F, which is now in a standard form. Although we will not 
attempt to write it down, the reader is invited to verify that there is a homotopy of F’ 
to 1 through nontrivially equivariant maps. (Under this homotopy, the image of Z travels 
m times counter-clockwise around S’ , while the image of Q~(“) travels the conjugate 
path m times clockwise around S’, from 1 back to 1.) This proves Lemma 4.8. 0 
Theorem 4.2 is now proved. (We leave it to the interested reader to check that our 
isomorphism is natural in a suitable categorical sense.) 
5. A Stallings’ fibration theorem for semibundles 
If M is a closed, connected, orientable and irreducible 3-manifold, and f : A4 --t S’ 
is a fiber-bundle with fiber a connected surface C, then f+ : ~1 (M, *) --f rrt (S’, 1) may 
be thought of as an element of H’ (n, (M, *); Z), where ?ri (M, *) acts trivially on Z. By 
the long-exact homotopy sequence of the fibration C ct M 4 S’, f* is a surjection 
and ker f* = i+ri (C, *) is finitely-generated. In his fibration theorem (see [8], or Theo- 
rem 11.6 in [3]), Stallings shows that these conditions on a class in H’ (m (M, *); Z), con- 
ditions which necessarily follow from the class being represented by a surface-bundle, are 
in fact sufficient conditions. That is, Stallings proves that, if a class in HI (~1 (M, *); Z) is 
represented by a surjection 8 : ~1 (M, *) + rri (S’, 1) with finitely-generated kernel, then 
A4 is a fiber-bundle over S’ with fiber a connected surface C, and i,rri (C, *) = ker 8. 
In this section we prove an analogue of this result, a Stallings’ fibration theorem for 
semibundles. Or, more correctly, we show that such a theorem has already been proved, 
by Hempel and Jaco, although their result is not phrased in the unifying language of 
cohomology. 
We begin by briefly summarizing what we have already done. In Section 1 we defined 
what it means for a map f : M --+ D’ to be an H-semibundle with regular fiber C, 
where H is a halving of 7ri (M, *) and C is a connected surface. In Section 2 we defined 
the twisted cofundamental group, 5~’ (X/a), of an orbit space X/o, and we explained 
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how an H-semibundle f : M + D’ gives rise to a pair of classes in +?‘(Mn/c~n). In 
Section 3 we discussed group cohomology-in particular, the group H’ (II; Z), the first 
cohomology group of n with twisted integer coefficients, where (n: H) acts semitrivially 
on Z. In Section 4 we established a natural isomorphism between ?r’ (X~/cr~) and the 
twisted cohomology group H’ (~1 (X, *); Z). 
Now let us put these pieces together. From Corollary 3.3 and the isomorphism of 
Theorem 4.2, the twisted cofundamental group of a compact 3-manifold is a finitely- 
generated abelian group with a torsion subgroup isomorphic to Z2. Also by Theorem 4.2, 
an H-semibundle f : M ----f D’ gives rise to a pair of classes in the twisted cohomology 
group H’(rl(M, *);Z), specifically [F,] and [(r o F),] = -[Fe], where F: MH + 5” 
is a nontrivially equivariant surface-bundle covering f. 
What can we say about the crossed homomorphism F, : TTI (Al, *) 4 Z representing a 
semibundle class in the twisted cohomology group H’ (~1 (M; *); Z)? We have 
Proposition 5.1. Suppose j’: M --f D’ is an H-semibundle with regularjber C, and 
F : MH ---f S’ is a nontrivially equivariant su$ace-bundle covering f. Then the crossed 
homomorphism F, : n-1 (IV, ) * + Z has the following properties: 
(1) F, ]H is a surjective homomorphism, 
(2) ker( F, 1 n ) is finitely-generated. 
Proof. (1) By its definition in Lemma 4.4, we have F, ]H o (QH)* = F,, where 
QH:MH ---f M is the two-sheeted covering, and the F, on the right-hand side of 
the equality is the ordinary homomorphism F, : ~1 (Mn, Z) + ~1 (S’ , 1) induced by 
F:Mn + S1. We identify Z and ~1 (S’ , 1) as in Lemma 4.4. Since F : MH + S’ is a 
surface-bundle with connected fiber, F, : ~1 (MH, Z) --f ~1 (S’, 1) is a surjection, which 
implies that F, 1 H is a surjection. F, 1 H is an ordinary homomorphism because the action 
of TTT] (M, *) on Z is trivial on H. 
(2) Since F*]no(Qn)* = F,, ker(F,IH) = (QH)*(ker F,). But (QH)* is aninjection 
and ker F, = i*7rl (C, G) is finitely-generated. 
This proves Proposition 5.1. 0 
We conclude by showing that the necessary conditions given in Proposition 5.1 are, 
in fact, sufficient algebraic conditions to guarantee that ILI is a semibundle. Specifically, 
we have 
Theorem 5.2. Suppose M is a closed, connected, orientable and irreducible ?-manifold, 
and let H be a halving of M. Let [@I E H’ (~1 (M, *); Z) be a twisted cohomology class, 
and suppose that the crossed homomorphism 0 : XI (M, *) + Z satisfies: 
(1) e]H is a surjective homomorphism, 
(2) ker(8lH) is jinitely-generated. 
Then M = MI U M2, where MI n Mz = C is a properly-embedded, two-sided, incom- 
pressible su$ace, Mi is a twisted I-bundle over some sur$ace with C the corresponding 
O-sphere bundle, and ker(8lH) = i*ni (C, *). 
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Proof. Before beginning the proof, one comment is in order. Since M is assumed to 
be irreducible, every S* embedded in A4 bounds a D3 embedded in M. In particular, 
M does not contain a fake 3-cell. This is our way of avoiding any complications which 
might arise from the unresolved status of the PoincarC conjecture. 
By work of Hempel and Jaco (see [4], or Theorem 11.8 in [3]), it suffices to construct 
a surjection 6 : ~1 (M, *) --f Z2 * 222 with ker 6 = ker(8lH). As is well known, Z.2 * & is 
isomorphic to the infinite dihedral group D = {a, b: bab = a-l, b* = l}. We will view 
D as the semidirect product Z xi (~1 (M, *)/H), where the generator of ~1 (M, *)/H z 252 
acts on Z by negation. Specifically, D = { (m,m): m E Z, m = [y]H E TI (M, *)/H}, -- 
with multiplication defined by (m, m).(m’, [y’]) = (m+m.m’, [r] [?‘I), where m.rn’ = 
m’ if [r] E H and m . m’ = -m’ if [r] $ H. 
Define 6:7rl(M,*) 4 D by e([y]) = (e([~]),m). Because 0:7rl(M,*) + Z is a 
crossed homomorphism, 8 is an ordinary homomorphism, and ker 8 = ker 0 f? H = 
ker(81H). To see that 6 is surjective, it suffices to show that generators of D lie in the 
image of 6. Because 01~ is a surjection, (1,O) lies in the image of 6. To finish the proof, 
we must produce [q] E 7~ (M, *) - H with 0([q]) = 0. Pick any [p] E 7r1 (M, *) - H. 
Since Blw is surjective, there exists [r] E H with e([y]) = e(p). Then t9([p][r]) = 
e([p]) + [pi ml) = w4) - wfi) = 0, ~0 let hi = [~ihi~ 0 
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